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Banking/Technology Concentration
There is a plenty of evidence, coming from the North America, Europe, South-East Asia,
and other world regions, that ownership concentration in the banking industry also leads
to the drastic erosion in the number of vendors that develop, sell and support specialized
financial software. The number of independent banks in the North America, Caribbean
and other parts of the world dwindles, with the very large banks taking over their small
and medium competitors entrenched in particular localities.
A significant contributing factor to the bank industry’s concentration is the substantial
cost of new Internet banking solutions that are imposed by the legitimate concerns for
privacy, security, operation expenses, outsourcing of support, equipment maintenance,
and, increasingly considerable, reporting and compliance requirements. The Catch-22
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situation is in the fact that small Financial Institutions (FIs) need relatively inexpensive
and versatile solutions to support the multitude of the new government requirements; but
taking place parallel rapid concentration in the banking technology industry shifts its
focus to servicing very large banks, where the development money are. Small and
specialized banks, trusts and insurance companies are being squeezed in the process.
The only viable long-term solution might lie in the proactive association of small financial
institutions across the globe, and their aggressive use of aggregated procurement
power – to jointly resolve the critical issues of privacy, security, operation costs, support
outsourcing, equipment maintenance and, increasingly considerable, reporting and
compliance. Technically such moderate-cost/efficient solutions are becoming available
with the introduction of 64-bit computing platforms. However, they typically require a
substantial level of reengineering commitment from the top banking executives in the
exceedingly conservative industry, where senior managers are typically reactive. Hence,
the future of a small or medium size individual bank or trust depends more on its own
course of action. The radical change in small FI survivability is still feasible but,
unfortunately, less and less probable with the passage of time and of the new
opportunities.
Again, I am asking each and every one of you, our readers and subscribers, to email
JIBC to at least 3 of your colleagues, friends and discussion groups that you are
participating at, and recommend that they also subscribe. Please share information
about JIBC articles with the Internet community and suggest to us new ways to promote
JIBC among academics and professionals from around the globe.
As well, I am challenging all the current and past authors and editors to email your own
articles -- along with the rest of JIBC edition -- to at least 10 of your peers and
colleagues in academia, government and industry. Make sure that they are well aware
of your articles and the Journal of Internet Banking and Commerce. Recommend that
they also subscribe to email editions. After all, we send it around just 3-4 times a year.
A special appeal to ecommerce/ebusiness students to pass a word about JIBC to your
professors and classmates and, more important, to ask them to supply new articles and
tell everybody to subscribe.
Please contact us with the suggestion of how to submit information on JIBC to other
leading search engines and academic reference publications. Also, if you notice
publications referring to JIBC articles, please let us know.
Let's spread the word!

